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THE POSSIBILITY OF MULTIPLE TEMPERATURE MAXIMA 
IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES FOR SPENT FUEL FROM NUCLEAR REACTORS 

S. W. Beyerlein 
H. C. Claiborne 

ABSTRACT 

At a •'ent meeting to review the conceptual design cf 
a nuclear jte/spent fuel repository for Atomic Energy of 
Canada, Ltd., heat transfer studie's were presented which 
showed that two temperature maxima at the disposal horizon 
could be experience*", tn CANDU spent fuel repositories — one 
at about 60 years and another slightly higher one at 13,000 
years. 

Because CANDU spent fuels display a monotonically 
decreasing heat generation rate, it is not immediately 
obvious why this behavior should occur. This report in-
vestigates this behavior, confirms the Canadian results, 
demonstrates that the "double peak" phenomenon is due to 
the presence of the right mixture of short- and long-lived 
nuclides in the fuel, and concludes that the 13,000-year 
maximum is largely an artifact of the infinite or very 
large plane source model. 

When more realistic repository geometries are used 
(i.e., disk sources of relatively large finite dimensions 
and arrays of discrete sources), the second peak disappears 
for repository sizes less than about 1 km2. Over the long 
term, radial and surface heat transfer causes the thermal 
history of the disposal region to deviate from that pre-
dicted by infinite plane (or large finite) source models by 
reducing the magnitude of the second peak. Beyond a 1000-
year time horizon, care should be exercised in modeling 
spent fuel repositories to include the proper boundary 
conditions. For the first few centuries after emplacement, 
however, the infinite source model is consistent with the 
finite disk source model as well as with arrays of spheri-
cal and point sources. 

The second temperature peak identified for CANDU spent 
fuel can be avoided by restricting the size of the reposi-
tory and/or partitioning out the long-lived components of 
the fuel. 

When spent fuel from pressurized water reactors was 
examined for multiple temperature maxima, only one peak 
was found, even for the infinite plane source model. Appar-
ently, this occurs because of the relatively greater amounts ' 
and different distribution of transuranlc elements and 
isotopes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A review of the conceptual design of a nuclear waste/spent fuel 
repository by Acres Consulting Services, Ltd., for Atomic Energy of 
Canada, Ltd., (AECL) was held April 26 and 27, 1979, at Niagara Falls, 
Ontario. At this meeting, J. L. Ratigan (RE/SPEC Inc.) presented thermal 
analyses of a repository for spent CANDU* reactor fuels which showed 
temperature maxima in the disposal horizon at about 60 and 13,000 years, 
with the latter being a little higher than the 60-year peak. These 
results seemed contrary to Intuition for a thermal source that monoton-
ically decreases with time. However, the existence of the double 
temperature peak phenomenon for CANDU spent fuel was reported to have 
been demonstrated by personnel involved in the Canadian program and was 
theoretically correct for the model used, that is, representing the 
radioactive waste mine by an infinite plane source. The analytical 
solution* with the infinite plane source in an Infinite medium gave 

2 
results similar to those of the finite element code TRANCO. To the 
authors' knowledge, this phenomenon of late temperature peaking had 
never been observed in the thermal modeling of repositories containing 
spent fuels from U.S. lighv. water reactors (LWRs). 

Because of implications to the U.S. program, it was decided to 
investigate this double peak phenomenon in order to determine whether 
the behavior resulted from the composition of the spent fuel, an inad-
equacy in the plane source model, or both. In this report, a two-
nuclide source term with half-lives of 30 years (137Cs and 90Sr) and 
24,000 years (239Pu) was used to show how the double peak phenomenon can 
occur, with the magnitude of the peak temperatures being proportional to 
the product of the quantity and the square root of the half-life. 

By employing analytical models involving plane, point, and spherical 3 
source? as well as some calculations with the HEATING5 code, results 
demonstrated that the; second temperature peak for CANDU spent fuels is 
an artifact of t h e i n f i n i t e plane (or very large plane) source model and 

* Canadian natural -uranium, heavy-water-moderated and -cooled power 
reactors. 
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is not likely to occur for the dimensions of the disposal horizon under 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n by t h e AECL. The LWR B p e n t fuel from a pressurized water 
r e a c t o r (PWR) was found not to e x h i b i t t h e d o u b l e peak phenomenon even 
i n a n infinite p l a n e source model. 

2. THERMAL PROPERTIES 

The thermal properties of the medium were assumed invariant with 
temperature which permitted analytical solutions to be obtained. 
Actually, the shape of the time-temperature curves at the source plane 
for the infinite plane source/infinite medium models is independent of 
the thermal properties of the medium. Only the magnitude of the temper-
ature rise at the source plane is affected by the properties. 

Granite with the following average properties was taken to be the 
rock medium: density, 2.64 g/cm3; heat capacity, 0.20 cal/g*°C; thermal 
conductivity,* 2.60 W/m*°C. Calculations for a salt medium were not 
me.de because the higher thermal conductivity of salt would tend to damp 
out the second peak in other than infinite media and would not represent 
as severe a test for a finite plane source model. 

3. THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SPENT FUEL 

When the thermal properties and the source terms are independent of 
temperature, the temperature rise is proportional to the source strength 
or thermal loading. However, for purposes of comparison with the analysis 
by Ratigan1 on an absolute as well as relative basis, 32 W/m2 (130 kW/acre) 
was chosen as the thermal loading for all of our calculations. The 
final conceptual design for a Canadian spent fuel repository used 
14.2 W/m2. 

3.1 CANDU Spent Fuels 

The conceptual design assumes that an immobilized package of spent 
fuel from the CANDU reactor has an outside diameter of 0.91 m, a height 

*Ratigan used 3.0 W/m-°C. However, the difference is not 
significant to the results of this report. 
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of 1.15 m, and has a thermal power of 269 W at 10 years after reactor 
4 

discharge. The decay characteristics of the CANDU spent fuel package 
were approximated by a sum of nine exponential terms that give a reason-
able estimate of the heat production for times between 5 and 10,000 years. 4 
Prowse represented the equation governing the heat output in watts per 
package as 

l i t ) - M[Pit) + Ait) + F(*)] , (1) 

where 
M "= 1335 kg of fuel per package; 

s E-X t* 
_ „ B.e i. ; 

i" 1 

Ait) (other actinide contribution) = B*(1.0 - e^^e -* 5*' ; 
9 
E—X t' 

_ ... . B.e ir % 
• r % 

t = time since reactor discharge, years; 
t' = t - 5, years. 

To simplify the calculational procedure, Eq. (1) was recast in terms of 
time after emplacement, 0; that is, 

9 
l i t ) = 1335 £ C.e"Xi9 . (2) 

i-1 * 

3.2 PWR Spent Fuels 

For use in the analytical solutions we made a least squares fit of 
3 

ORIGEN data for PWR spent fuel with 33,000 MWd burnup. It was found 
that a five-term representation produced a good fit. Better fits were 
not obtained with larger numbers of terms. For times between 10 and 
100,000 years, the standard error of the fit for the PWR spent fuel 
was'1.07%, and individual data points deviated less than 2% from the 
fitted values. The fit equation used for the thermal loading as a 
function of time 6 for spent PWR fuel elements was 
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5 
5(0) - Q £ E.e'XiQ , (3) 

where Q is the initial thermal loading, in W/m2, and E. is a fit con-
stant. 

The fitted source terms for both the CANDU and PWR spent fuels are 
presented in Table 1. 

The heat generation rates as a function of time for both spent 
fuels were normalized to unity at 10 years after reactor discharge and 
are shown together in Fig. 1. The decay characteristics of the two 
fuels are similar for 200 years or so, but major differences are notice-
able after 1000 years. 

4. MULTIPLE TEMPERATURE MAXIMA 

In predicting temperature distributions away from the immediate 
vicinity of disposal rooms, so-called far-field models are usually 
used. This involves simplifying the problem by considering the disposal 
region as a homogeneous mixture of nuclear waste and rock medium which 
has the thermal properties of the rock. In the case of computer models, 
it is usually assumed that the repository can be represented by a disk 
of thickness equal to the length of the disposal canister and with the 
same total thermal loading, but with a correspondingly reduced thermal 
source per unit volume. An even greater simplification can be achieved 
by representing the disposal horizon as an equivalent infinite plane 
source. The maximum temperatures calculated by these far-field models 
at the source plane constitute some average value; they are not the 
maximum temperatures that would occur in an actual repository with the 
waste canisters emplaced in some sort of array. Temperatures computed 
for regions removed from the immediate vicinity of the disposal region 
should, however, be good approximations to the correct values. Appear-
ance of multiple temperature peaks at the disposal horizon would at some 
later time influence the temperature histories at far-removed regions. 
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Table 1. Fit constants of the 
source terms for CANDU and PWR spent fuels 

CANDU PWR 

Term 
X. 

% 
(year-1) (W/kg) 

Ci 
(W/kg) 

\ (year-1) 
E. 

% 
(dimensionless) 

1 1.04-4* 6.10-3 8.2597+0 1.7958-1 1.2616-1 
2 2.80-5 4.84-3 6.5595+0 2.1303-2 7.0153-1 
3 7.90-3 1.91-3 2.4879+0 1.7037-3 1.4018-1 

4 4.80-2 1.78-2 -1.4809+1 8.4590-5 1.6063-2 
5 1.60-3 2.3933+1 1.9005-5 5.8400-3 
6 2.30-2 1.87-1 2.2583+2 

7 6.93-1 9.50-2 4.0303+0 

8 3.47-1 3.16-2 7.5553+0 

9 8.88-2 5.82-3 5.0565+0 

aRead as 1.04 x 10~\ 
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ORNL DWG 79-1331 

TIME OUT OF THE REACTOR (YEARS) 

Fig. 1. Relative heat generation rates of PWR and CANDU spent 
spent fuels as a function of time. 
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4.1 Theory 

The existence of two temperature peaks at the source plane In a hypo-
thetical CAMDU repository was first identified by Osnes and Braadschaug5 2 
using the finite element heat transfer code TRANCO for a square reposi-
tory with 958-m sides. This was verified by an analytical solution that 
assumed an infinite plane source and used a sum of exponentials to 
represent the decay curve for CANEU spent fuel. These results are shown 
In Fig. 2. Although there are differences In the two solutions, both 
display the double peak phenomenon at essentially the same times. 

A second peak (occurring at about 13,000 years) that is greater than 
the first (occurring at about 60 years) is very disconcertic . Then the 
long-term thermal insult to the rock formation is contemplated. For a 
double peak to be associated with a monotonically decreasing thermal 
source term, such as that given in Fig. 1, is intuitively repugnant. 
However, Ratigan* has demonstrated the possibility of multiple peaks 
with an argument with which we are in agreement. For a thermal source 
represented by Eq. (2) the solution for the temperature rise on the 
infinite source plane in an Infinite medium is (see the Appendix): 9 

A!T(0, t) - £ — L r DC > / 0 ) , (4) 
ZVir £-1 yxV 

where 
F = areal thermal loading, W/m2; 
K = thermal conductivity, W/m«°C; 
a » thermal diffusivity, m2/year; 
X. = fitted effective decay constant, year-1; 
B. • fitted coefficients such that Is. is unity, dimensicnless; i-

Z?(vX.fc) ™ Dawson's integral (p. 319, ref. 6) of the argument v/A .t, 

c x .2 
which is defined by D(x) » j ev dt . 

The points of Inflection can be obtained by differentiating Eq. (4) with 
respect to time and setting it equal to zero. Therefore, 
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ORNL 0W« Tt-ISST 

TIME AFTER EMPLACEMENT (YEARS) 

Fig. 2. Temperature rise histories as calculated by Ratigan.1 
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I-A V A.. 
% 

( 5 ) 

Rearranging and noting that the sum of B. is unity, we have 
9 

£=1 
£ B.i/0 Tt) - 1 / 2 - 0 (6) 

It is obvious upon examination of Eqs. (6) and (4) that it is possible 
for multiple roots and multiple peaks to exist, depending on values of 
the constants in the equation,because Dawson's integral as well as the 
integral multiplied by its argument increases monotonlcally, reaches a 
maximum, and then gradually decreases. If the fitted effective decay 
constants, X.'s, are widely different, it is theoretically possible for 
a maximum of nine peaks to exist. Since only two have occurred for the 
CANDU fuels, we should suspect dominance by two nuclides, which the 
following discussion suggests to be the 30-year half-life of 90Sr/137Cs 
fission products and the longer-lived plutonium isotopes. These nuclides 
compose the bulk of the heat-generating component of spent fuel. 

When trying to understand the apparently peculiar thermal history 
of the infinite plane source, it is useful to consider a simple case in 
which only two radionuclides are present, one having a half-life of tens 
of years and the other having a half-life of thousands of years. 

Applying Eq. (4) for the two-nucllde system, we have 

Assume that nuclide 1 has a half-life of 30 years (X = 0.0231 year-1) 
and is distributed uniformly over an infinite plane with an intensity of 
1 W/m2. For nuclide 2, we take the corresponding values to be 

4.2 The Two-Nucllde Case 

A J P ( 0 , I ) - [ Z > ( A T T ) 
IKjv V A i 

(7) 
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24,000 years (X2 - 2.9 x 10~5 year"1) and 0.05 W/m2. During the first 
few hundred years, the first term of Eq. (7) will dominate while the 
second term contributes negligibly; similarly, the second term will 
dominate after several thousand years when nuclide 1 has effectively 
disappeared. Two peaks will be evident from these conditions. A 
maximum of Dawson's integral (p. 298, ref. 5) occurs for an argument of 
0.9241, and consequently a maximum in temperature will also occur. 
Therefore, ^Ayt = 0 .9241 Identifies the occurrence times of the two 

% 

maxima, ti and tz• For the half-lives of the two nuclides that were 
assumed, t1 = 37 years and tz = 30,000 years. Figure 3 shows this 
double peaking graphically for arbitrary thermal properties and temper-
ature units. 

In the case of the nine-term fit to the CANDU fuel, which is the 
equivalent of nine nuclides, the intermediate peaks are suppressed 
because of the overlapping contributions from many terms and because the 
"°Pu (half-life = 6540 years) contributes to causing the plutonium peak 
to decrease to about 13,000 years. 

Inspection of Eqs. (4) and (7) reveals that the occurrence of 
multiple peaks is a function only of the relative half-lives for each 
nuclide. The thermal properties and source intensity only influence the 
magnitude of the temperature rise. Moreover, because the value of the 
Dawson's integral for the two terms of Eq. (7) is the same at their 
respective peaks, the ratio of the height of the temperature peaks for 
the two-nuclide spent fuel is given by 

It follows, then, that for the second peak to exceed the first one peak 
(i.e., LTz/hTi > 1), 

ATz/kTr = Fz y/ki/Fi v^j 2 « (8) 

Fz/Fi >y/\z/Xi , (9) 

which is the case for our example because F2/F1 = 0.05 and V\z/\i = 0.035. 
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TIME AFTER EMPLACEMENT (YEARS) 

Fig. 3. Relative temperature history for the two-nuclide model. 
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4.3 Consequences of Early Emplacement 

Another conclusion can be drawn from simple modeling using a three-
nucllde hypothetical spent fuel. Spent fuel stored less than 10 years 
out of the reactor before emplacement could create a third temperature 
peak due to the fuel components that have very short half-lives. If 
X3 - 1.4 (t^ - 5 years) and Fi/F\ - 10/1, then ATa/A^i - 1.33. For this 
radioactive species, nuclide 3, a temperature maximum takes place at t 
0.65 year and Is 33% higher than that stemming from the nuclide 1-type 
materials 90Sr and 137Cs, which have received the greatest attention in 
the thermal analysis literature to date. Figure 4 presents the tempera-
ture history for a hypothetical three-nuclide spent fuel. 

5. RESULTS OF MODEL CALCULATIONS 

The results of calculations for CANDU fuels using plane sources, 
arrays of point and spherical sources, and computer models with homog-

* 

enized source regions are presented in this section. However, only the 
infinite plane source calculation was made for the PWR spent fuels 
because they did not exhibit the double peak phenomenon. 

The effects on the second temperature peak of surface and radial 
heat transfer are also examined for the CANDU spent fuels. 

5.1 Infinite Plane Source, Infinite Medium 
\ 

The simplest thermal model for'a nuclear waste repository is the 
V 

representation by a plane source in ^n infinite homogeneous medium. The 
analytical solution for this case with a source function that is repre-
sented by a sum of exponentially decaying terms is given in the Appendix 
by Eq. (A.29). The results of the calculations for temperature rises 
on the source plane are shown in Fig. 5 for the source terms described 
in Sect. 3, the material properties of granite given in Sect. 2, and a 
thermal loading of 32 W/m2, which are the values used by Ratigan."*" The 
shapes of the curves are independent of both the thermal properties and 
the thermal loading; only the magnitude Is affected by these parameters. 

The results for the CANDU fuels are in good agreement with Ratigan's 
calculation (Fig. 2). A markedly different long-term behavior between 
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X 
O.I 10 10" 

TIME AFTER EMPLACEMENT (YEANS) 

10* 

Fig. 4. Relative temperature history for the three-nuclide model 
for early emplacement. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison cf CANDU and PWR temperature rise histories 
based on the Infinite plane source, Infinite medium model. 
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the CANDU and the PWR Bpent fuels can be observed although there Is 
close agreement between the two spent fuels up to about 300 years. At 
about 60 years, a thermal peak arises from the decay of 137Cs and 90Sr. 
During this 300-year period the temperature rise due to FWR waste is 
slightly below that due to CANDU waste, as we would expect from the 
slightly lower relative heat generation rate for PWR spent fuel (Pig. 1). 
After 300 years, however, the temperatures in the CANDU repository begin 
to climb, whereas in the FWR repository temperatures slowly, but steadily, 
decline. A second peak, higher than the 60-year one, is experienced in 
the CANDIT spent fuel repository at about 13,000 years. Apparently, the 
threefold difference between PWR and CANDU heat generation that develops 
after 1000 years is critical in determining if a second temperature 
maximum occurs. CANDU spent fuel contains higher relative amounts of 
transuranic elements than does PWR spent fuel. The relatively smaller 
amounts of the longer-lived transuranlcs in the PWR spent fuel, as well 
as the different relative distributions, apparently cause an overlapping 
of the individual contributions (overall shape of the decay curve), 
which damps out the second temperature peak. 

5.2 Influence of Surface and Radial Heat Transfer 

To ascertain whether the double peak phenomenon was inherent to 
CANDU spent fuel or whether it was a deficiency in the plane source 
model, two ways were examined in which heat could transfer away from a 
real repository and thereby reduce or eliminate the 13,000-year peak. 
The influence of a surface boundary condition, that is, the maintenance 
of uniform temperature at the earth's surface, and the influence of 
radial heat transfer that would occur in a finite repository were 
considered. 

Surface heat transfer can be simulated by utilizing the method of 
images which makes use of a negative plane source; this is described in 
the Appendix by Eq. (A.42). Figure 6 portrays the temperature rise 
histories for CANDU spent fuels at burial depths of 600, 800, and 1000 m 
for an infinite plane source compared with the infinite medium case. 
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TIME AFTER EMPLACEMENT (YEARS) 

Fig. 6. Effect of burial depth oil the temperature rise history 
for CAMDU spent fuels. 
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Again, as in the remainder of the figures, the results are for granite 
and for an Initial power density of 32 W/m2. 

Burial closer to the surface lowers the second peak and causes it 
to occur earlier; however, even at 600 m the effect of surface leakage 
is not even noticeable before 3000 years, long after repository tempera-
tures have begun to move upwards for a second time. Deeper emplacement 
of spent fuel postpones the onset of surface leakage and leads to higher 
secondary temperature peaks. Surface heat transfer does not greatly 
alter the plane source result. 

Radial heat transfer was investigated by representing the reposi-
tory as a finite disk. The solution for temperature at the centerllne 
of the disk can be found in closed form and is given in the Appendix by 
Eq. (A.37). The temperature rise histories in repositories of radii 
ranging from 85 to 2260 m are shown in Fig. 7 and in comparison with the 
infinite plane source case. 

Edge effects are apparently Important in determining the presence 
of a second temperature maximum. For a disk source less than about 1200 m 
in diameter, only one temperature peak appears. Heat escapes from the 
side of the repository at such a rate that temperatures monotonically 
decline after reaching the initial maximum. As the radius expands, the 
temperature-time curve at the centerline more closely approximates the 
Infinite source plane curve. In effect, a large enough repository for 
CANDU spent fuels will experience two thermal pea'ts whereas a small one 
will not. It appears that only in a repository larger than about 1 km2 
would two maxima occur, and only in a repository larger than about 4 km2 
would the second peak exceed the first. 

Two numerical models of the 170-m-dlam disk source were solved 
3 

using the finite difference program, HEATING5, and these agreed quite 
well with the analytical result. The first was the simple planar disk 
source in a cylinder of several thousand meters radius — essentially an 
infinite medium. In the second model the planar disk source was replaced 
with a more realistic, thick disk source 170 m in diameter and 1 m in 
height and which had a uniform, initial heat generation rate of 32 W/m3. 
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TIME AFTER EMPLACEMENT (YEARS) 

Fig. 7. Effect of source plane area on the temperature rise 
history for CANDU spent fuels. 
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5.3 Alternative Models: Arrays of Point and Spherical Sources 

In the actual repository, waste is emplaced in canisters that are 
situated at some distance from one another. The source is then an array 
of canisters; it is discrete richer than distributed and represents a 
more realistic model than a ;ilane source. Not very far from the disposal 
horizon, however, the temperature rise resulting from the canister array 
should closely approximate that from an equivalent plane source. 

Modeling the repository as an array of point sources should represent 
a lower bound for the temperatures of the adiabatic interfaces experienced 
at the disposal horizon, and modeling the repository as an array of 
spheres should produce an approximate upper bound for a real case (but 
lower than a plane source model). CANDU spent fuel is to be stored in 
canisters 1.15 m high and 0.91 m in diameter. Assuming a sphere diameter 
of 1.0 m should represent a reasonably accurate approximation. 

The analytical solution for a single point source is represented in 
the Appendix by Eq. (A.15) and that for a single spherical source by 
Eq. (A.41). The temperature at the midpoint or at any other point in 
the array can be obtained by superimposing the effects of each of the 
constituent points or spherical sources because the problem is linear. 

Figure 8 presents the hypothetical temperature history at the 
midpoint (or the adiabatic apex) of several sphere and point source 
arrays. A number of repository sizes as well as canister separation 
distances (pitch) were exauined. Arrays of sources represented by 
points and spheres produced results almost Identical to those from disk 
sources that encompass the same area as the discrete sources. The 
differences are not distinguishable in the long term on the scale of the 
graph. Not surprisingly, the disk source model, which has a uniformly 
distributed source, gave marginally higher midpoint temperatures than 
either of the discrete source models. As before, increasing the dimen-
sions of the disposal horizon caused the thermal response to approach 
the Infinite plane result, yet this convergence is slow. Even a 2000-
by 2000-m array resulted in significantly lower temperatures before 
5000 years had passed. 
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1. INFINITE PLANE SOURCE 
2 . 2 0 0 0 - X 2 0 0 0 - m ARRAY OF SPHERE SOURCES ( 5 . 0 - m PITCH) 

3 . 1000- X 1000-m ARRAY OF SPHERE SOURCES <5.0-m PITCH) 
4 . 3 0 0 - X SOO-iii ARRAY OF SPHERE SOURCES (5 .0 -m PITCH) 
5. ISO- X 150-m ARRAY OF SPHERE SOURCES ( 3 . 0 - m PITCH) 
6 . ISO- X ISO-m ARRAY OF POINT SOURCE (S.O-m PITCH) 
7. UNIT CELL• 3 .27 m diom, 0.91-m CANISTER diom, I . IS-m CANkSTER HEIGHT 
INITIAL SOURCE • 32 W/m* 

at 200 -

< K 150 -

100 -

5 0 -

10* 10' 
TIME AFTER EMPLACEMENT (YEARS) 

Fig. 8. Comparison of temperature histories for CANDU spent 
fuels for an infinite plane source and arrays of spherical and point 
sources. 
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The case of an infinite array of canisters was also studied by 
constructing a cylindrical unit cell, approximately 3 m in diameter and 
essentially of infinite length, and enclosing a cylindrical source 
1.15 m in height and 0.91 m in diameter. Temperatures were computed 
numerically using HEATING5, and they fell within a few percent of the 
infinite source plane temperatures. Figure 8 also graphs these. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Multiple temperature maxima are theoretically possible for certain 
spent fuels depending on the relative magnitudes of the quantities of 
radioactive nuclides, their half-lives, and the dimensions of the 
repository horizon. 

In the case of spent fuel from CANDU reactors, thermal peaks c 
occur at about 60 and 13,000 years, with the latter being greater i 
the 60-year peak if the repository is relatively large in size, 
temperature peaks will not occur if the repository is smaller than & 
1 km2. Even for very large repositories, double thermal peaks will not 
be experienced with spent fuel from PWRs because relatively smaller 
quantities of transuranics are present than in CANDU spent fuel. However, 
mixed oxide (MOX) spent fuels (which were not considered In this report) 
may exhibit double peaks because they have a higher transuranic content 
than do conventional PWR fuel elements. 

The double peak phenomenon can be avoided with the CANDU fuels by 
partitioning out the long-lived components and/or limiting the size of 
the disposal horizon. 

In terms of modeling spent fuel repositories, the superiority of 
using disk and spherical sources instead of an infinite plane source was 
demonstrated when long burial times are considered. For short periods 
of time (less than 100 years after emplacement) all models agree rather 
closely, but in the long term (after 1000 years or more) edge and 
surface effects become important and an infinite plane source/infinite 
media model progressively loses its applicability. Disk source models 
are particularly attractive because of their computational efficiency, 
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their ease of adaptability to different boundary conditions, Ktir v^eir 
ability to approximate the results given by arrays of discrete e.v-••.roes. 
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Appendix. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 

The differential equation governing the conduction of heat when the 
thermal properties are invariant is 

V2JP + S(t)/K - (1/cOOT / U ) , (A.l) 

where 
T - temperature or temperature rise, 
K = thermal conductivity, 

£(£) = volumetric heat generation rate, 
a = thermal diffusivity, 
V2 = Laplacian operator, 

t = t^me. 
r 

A solution of the equation for an Instantaneous point source of 
heat in an infinite medium, initially at uniform temperature, is a 
Green's function. If the source is located at («', y', a', t'), the 
Green's function giving the temperature or temperature rise (p. 353, 
ref. 7) for the heat conduction equation in Cartesian coordinates is 

- [ ) 2+(y-y') 2+(s-s») 2 ] /4a (t-t') 
GCx,y,z,t) = j^4ira(t - f ) ] V * • ( A ' 2 ) 

where g is the intensity of the instantaneous point source. 
The Green's function given by Eq. (A.2) is used in the following 

sections to develop the solutions used in this report for time-dependent 
point, plane, and spherical sources. This is done by integrating over 
time and space, and is mathematically expressed by 

/ / G(,xtytz,t-V) do dt* , (A.3) 
7 0 

where V represents the source space. 
Equation (A.3) is linear for sources that are functions of time 

only. Therefore, the total temperature rise can be determined by super-
imposing the rises resulting from the solutions given for each Individual 
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term of the source function: 

LT{x,ytz,t) - I bTAx,y,z,t) . (A.4) 
3 3 

In all of the derived equations the source term is assumed to be of the 
form 

g(t) - I i4.e"V. (A. 5) 
3 3 

A.l Point Source, Infinite Medium 

Combining Eqs. (A.2), (A.3), (A.5) and setting (x-a:,)2 + (^/-^/,)2 

+ (s - a')2 = 2»2, the temperature rise for a continuous point source at 
*»' = 0 is 

cl4 . f -X.t' -r2/4a(*-*') ow. r -A. 
K T 1 ft" V r/..™. 3 K £ [4ira(t - *')]VS dt* (A.6) 

since no integration over space is required 
On letting x = t - t ' , a - = a?/v^4a, and b = 

3 
oA .e'V * b2x-az/x 

AT s = J x i / i . (A.6) 3 8Jf(aTT)V2 
0 

Now, let a; - 1/zi2; then 

f i = 2 f e~a U (A.8) 
1/^/t 

where /i is the integral in Eq. (A.7). The solution to Eq. (A.8) (page 304, 
ref. 6) is 
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f i m I T e ~ ( a 2 / * ) + y [wC Xjt.a/SE) + Jl)] , (A.9) 

where w(x,y) or u(s) is Che error function of a complex argument B. It 
is defined (p. 297, ref. 6) by 

M(s) - e'z%(X + M f ezdt) - e"a2erfc(-ia) , (A.10) 
ir J 

0 

where z - x + iy m w(ar,y). 
The second term of Eq. (A.9) is the negative of the conjugate, or 

-x + iy - -(x - %y) « w(-a) . (A.11) 

All complex functions can be expressed in terms of a real part (Z7) and 
an imaginary part (7), which may be represented by 

w(s) = U + iV . (A.12) 

It also can be shown that (p. 298, ref. 6) 

»<-*> = w(iT - V - iV . (A.13) 

The first term of Eq. (A.9) is of the form of Eq. (A.12), and the 
second term is of the form of Eq. (A. 13). Therefore, combining tkese 
yields 

f l . 2 ^ r e~(az/t)+\jt ( A 1 4 ) U V 

Substituting Eq. (A. 14) into (A.7), the solution for the temperature 
rise is 

^d" w y s s t ) . (A. is) 
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Tabulated values of the real part (U) of the complex error function are 
available (p. 325, ref. 6), as are subroutines for computer calculations. 

A.2 Infinite Plane Source, Infinite Medium 

The temperature rise in an Infinite medium resulting from the 
introduction of a continuous and time-dependent infinite plane source 
may be obtained by confirming Eqs. (A.2), (A. 3), and (A.5) and integrating 
from -0° to in the x and y directions: 

A.a J re-x
t7-V<a-*'>2^4ot 

A2>J ~ K J L [4TO(t - t ' ) ] 3 / 2 
0 

After performing the integration with respect to the x and y coordi-
nates, Eq. (A.16) becomes 

L T ^ x . v ^ - s * ) 2 / * ^ - * ' ) 
3 v J 3 dt' . (A.17) 

0 >/4Tra(t - t1) 

Letting x = t - t ' , a » ( 2 - a')/./4a» end & = -v/xT, then 
3 

fzA .Jai . 
AT. e V , (A. 18) 

J 2X>/ir 

where 
t 

u - S e die . (A. 19) 
0 
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In solving Eq. (A. 19), we follow the technique outlined by Nichols 
by noting that fz Is the derivative with respect to X̂ . of f i in Eqs. 
(A.7) and (A.9), or 

f z = d f i / d \ . , (A.20) 3 

and 

|fL = .-<« 2/*>«V{*GO + to(-a) 

(a) - W (A.21) 

where z is the complex argument defined by 

s = S\~t + ial J t or ( , a! \ / t ) . 
3 0 

Differentiating Eq. (A.10) with respect to its argument (p. 298, ref. 6), 
we have 

w'(a) = -2aw(a) + 2i/-/ir , (A.22) 

and 

w'(-a) = 2aw(-s) + U l J H . (A.23) 

Therefore, 

(a) - w'(-jS) - -2aw(a) - 2aw(-a) . (A.24) 
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Using Eqs. (A. 11) and (A. 13), Eq. (A.24) can be written as 

- w»(-a) - -2(v'0" + ialSbjQ) + iV) 
3 

- - ia!>/t){V - iv) , (A. 
3 

which reduces to 

- w'(-a) - U + a V f y / t ) . (A. 3 

Combining Eqs. (A.21) and (A.26), we have 

|pL „ Sji e ^ f ^ ^ u t + UV + Ut - itV 
3 

+ 2 (-7-s/xTi + V + aVh/t)] . (A 

Equation (A. 27), in turn, reduces to 

3 3 

Combining Eqs. (A.28) and (A.18) produces the final solution for 
the temperature, namely 

A T . - • (A 

3 

For the special case of the temperature rise on the source plane 
(z - a* - 0), Eq. (A.29) becomes 

A. Jo. 
' AT. - J L — = 7 0 7 , 0) , (A 

3 2AVX. 3 
3 
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which can be expressed in terms of Dawson's integral (p. 519, Ref. 6). 
Therefore, 

A 1 J — A2\(0,t) - yr-D(VX^i) , (A.31) 
J&A. vir 

3 

where D ( i s Dawson's Integral defined by Eq. (4). 
3 

A.3 Disk or Finite Plane Source, Infinite Medium 

The temperature rise resulting from a continuous disk source In an 
infinite medium can be obtained by combining Eqs. (A.2), (A.3), and 
(A.5) and integrating over time as well as over a source plane of 
radius R using the cylindrical coordinate system with no polar angle 
dependence. For the source plane a; s' = 0 and (r - 2>')2 = (a; - a?')2 

+ (y - 2/ *)2» 

f . y w y i / w ) _ , A 3 2 . 
0 0 l<*iw»(t - t1))*'* r d r d t . (A.32) 

If we let y • x> - 2»*, the integral with respect to r' in 
Eq. (A.32) is 

J ( r.) = - r f * e - y 2 ^ - * ' ^ + f R
 e-yzf*««-t')y q . ( A. 3 3 ) 

Splitting the first integral into two parts and letting 
xz - y2/Ua(t - £'), Eq. (A.33) becomes 

h P 2 
J(r') = r>/4a(t - £')[ / e^dsc - / e~x*dx] 

0 0 

g Ji 
- 2a(t - **) J iff dx , (A.34) 
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where 
h - p M a ( t - t') , 
g ~ v - Rf-Jha.it - t 1 ) . 

Integrating Eq. (A.34) yields 

J(r') - r v M t - t ' ) [ e r f l r f >/4a(t - t')) + erf ( R " r )1 
L v ' V4a(t - t*)/J 

+ 2a<* - f ) - e-(S-r)2/4a(*-*')] . ^.35, 

By limiting the solution to the temperature rise along the 3-axis 
(r » 0), Eq. (A.35) simplifies to 

JCr') - 2a(t - f> [ 1 - ^ l ^ W * ] . (A.36) 

Combining Eqs. (A.36) and (A.32) and applying the Faltung or 
Convolution integral theorem yields: 

A . v^T ^ X.t'-32/4at' 
A2> (0, z, t) - -Z / - dV 

3 ZKyft J
Q y/t' 

r e V -P / 4 a* - J J ^ dt' , (A.37) 

where p2 " R2 + s2. The two integrals are identical in form to Eq. (A.19), 
and the solution Is identical in form to Eq. (A.29). Therefore, 

AT.(0, z, t) - a/Stob) 
3 2&A. 1 j 

3 

p/S4at)] . (A. 38) 
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A.4 Continuous Spherical Source, Infinite Medium 

The temperature rise at radius r in an infinite medium external to 
a spherical source of radius r* is described by (p. 263, ref. 7) 

Kzv1 J ' 
0 v/4ua(t - t*) 

Applying the Faltung or Convolution integral theorem and setting 
ax - (r - , 

a2 = (r + r')/</4a*' , 
Z> , 

3 
x - t% , 

we get 

Aje'^Sa t -(.ai2/x)+bx -{az
2/x)*bx-

LT. - —J $ —^ — . (A.40) 
J SXurr* V/tt g -v/a 

The integrals of these two terms are identical in form to Eq. (A.19) and 
the solutions are identical in form Eq. (A.29). Consequently, 

tm - \e-axa/* 7 ( v / w > 
3 iA L « J KTirr'yfkj 

- e'azZ,tVtJk^t, a2/v^)]. (A.41) 

A.5 Infinite Plane Source, Semi-Infinite Medium 

An estimate of the effect of thermal leakage through the earth's 
surface can be made with a semi-infinite medium model. The solution to 
the infinite medium case can ^nsily be adapted to situations in which a 
homogeneous medium Is bound? / planes that are held at zero temperature 
by employing the method of images (p- 273, ref. 5). 

In our case a single plane, which is parallel to the source plane, 
is used to represent the surface of the earth. The solution to the 
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problem of a source plane at a depth »' " L, a surface at a • 0, and an 
Initial uniform temperature can be obtained by superimposing a negative 
source at a' ™ L and subtracting the result from the Infinite medium 
solution given by Eq. (A.29); that is, 

« c , *> - A-4= f - M -
3 2RA. l x 3 v^at 

3 

_ #-GH««/4at ^ \"1 # (Ai 
v 3 V^at /J 
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